
The "Taxi Driver" (Part two)

1. Adjective

2. Adverb

3. Adjective

4. Part Of Body

5. Adjective

6. Animal

7. Noun

8. Number

9. Adjective

10. Adjective

11. Adjective

12. Adjective

13. Noun

14. Emotion

15. Adjective

16. Adverb

17. Noun

18. Adjective

19. Verb - Past Tense

20. Verb - Base Form

21. Part Of Body

22. Same Part Of Body

23. Noun
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24. Adverb

25. Verb - Past Tense

26. Emotion

27. Part Of Body

28. Noun

29. Verb - Past Tense

30. Noun - Plural

31. Number

32. Noun

33. Adjective

34. Part Of Body

35. Adverb

36. Adjective

37. Adjective

38. Part Of Body

39. Article Of Clothing

40. Article Of Clothing

41. Noun

42. Noun

43. Adverb

44. Part Of Body

45. Part Of Body

46. Part Of Body

47. Part Of Body

48. Adjective

49.



Part Of Body



The "Taxi Driver" (Part two)

"Good evening," said the Adjective man Cliff in an almost Adverb voice. "Are you

Adjective ?" Tyler nodded his Part of Body . "Well then, we have a Adjective meal waiting

to be served. As you can see, there is an incredible Animal prepared especially for tonight and all of the

vegetables and sides you can imagine." There was a moment of silence before he finished with, "Please help

yourself." Tyler filled his Noun with one of everything. He was starving. He hadn't eaten for almost

Number hours and it all looked Adjective .

The other men began eating as well and everything seemed as if it were Adjective and Adjective .

In fact, Tyler almost felt Adjective . He soon snapped out of it, realizing he had to make it out of here to

see the Noun he loved most again. He began to plot. 'If I could only get a hold of that gun,' he thought.

Cliff spoke, "My boy, once we're done with dinner, we'll have you take a bath. And don't be Emotion

that Dale will be joining you. He just needs to make sure that you get Adjective , is all." Tyler smiled

Adverb and the men continued on with their conversation.

'If Dale has to make sure I'm clean, then maybe he'll put the Noun down for a second long enough for

me to get a hold of it.' Tyler thought. He shuddered at the idea that the Adjective man would come even

close to him as he Verb - Past Tense , but he had to take that chance if he ever wanted to get out of here.



After dinner, Tyler was escorted to the bathroom where he was forced to strip down and Verb - Base Form

himself as Dale watched. "Scrub there! And there! And under there!" Dale ordered. Tyler took his time and

washed himself with minimal effort in hopes that Dale would be forced to "do it himself." 

"Wash between each Part of Body , boy!" Dale bellowed. Tyler pretended like he was having a hard time

reaching his Same Part of Body and scrubbing them thoroughly. Dale let out an exaggerated sign and

stomped over. "Let me do it!" he said frustrated with the boy. He leaned the gun up against the Noun

and sat Tyler on the edge of the tub. As Dale got to work on his toes, Tyler Adverb turned around and

grabbed the gun. He quickly stood up and pointed it at Dale.

"Back up!" Tyler said.

Dale cursed under his breath. "Give me the gun, boy."

"I'm leaving," Tyler snapped as he grabbed a towel and Verb - Past Tense it around himself. "Now show me

the door or I shoot." 

The big man backed up slowly towards the door and walked out with Tyler following him. They walked down

the hall to the front doors. Tyler saw the door that led to the basement and felt a feeling of Emotion

slowly



building for all the other men still trapped down there. It was short lived because as they were almost to the door,

Cliff had walked down the staircase that let out near the front door. He stood in his robe, oblivious to what was

going on for the half a second it took Tyler to raise the gun and shoot Dale in the back of the Part of Body

before aiming it at Cliff. "It was nice to meet you, Cliff, but I came here for a Noun , not you." Tyler

pulled the trigger. Cliff fell to the floor, dead.

Tyler placed the gun on the ground and Verb - Past Tense for a moment, in shock.

He snapped out of it once he remembered all the Noun - Plural down in the basement. He ran to the

basement door and scrambled to unlock it, one deadbolt after another. There must have been a Number

of them and a combination lock. He went back into the entryway to grab the gun he left behind. He bashed the

lock with the Noun a couple of times and it eventually fell apart. Tyler swung the door open and walked

down the stairs. To the mens' amazement, it was the newbie.

The older man walked up to Tyler and said, "We thought you were Adjective ."

He wrapped his Part of Body around Tyler an embraced him as he Adverb sobbed. Tyler held him

back. "It's alright. You're all free now. It's ok." Tyler assured them all. He let go of the man and lead the group

up the stairs and into the main part of the house. They all wandered into the entry way to see the

Adjective



scene. Some couldn't look for long, and some fell to their knees in happiness. One young man walked up to

Dale's body and began to kick it, harder with each blow. Another joined in, and another until a enough of them

gathered around and picked up the bodies and carried them into a Adjective part of the house where they

broke near every Part of Body in their bodies.

Tyler left. He walked out to the car that he was picked up in and searched it for his belongings. He found his

suitcase and took out a pair of Article of Clothing and an old Article of Clothing to put on. He tossed the

towel on the lawn, grabbed the rest of his belongings, and called a taxi service to take him to Brenna's house.

He shook the whole way there. He was on edge and never glanced away from the driver. He couldn't bring

himself to trust him. He questioned every turn he made and prepared himself to defend his Noun if

necessary. Nothing happened. He arrived at his destination an hour after he called the Noun . He paid

the driver and took his bags.

He was there.

"Tyler!" called a voice from the upstairs window. He looked up. It was her. The girl he had came all this way for

. Brenna ran downstairs and outside to greet her friend. He held her Adverb in his Part of Body

and didn't want to let go. "It's so nice to see you again!" she said as she placed her Part of Body on his

Part of Body



and looked him in the Part of Body .

Tyler smiled and responded, "I've missed those big Adjective Part of Body ."

They grabbed the luggage and went into the house.
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